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“But training methods are very precious to every martial artist. Why would Leon agree to teach you without any reason?” Iris was

still a little suspicious.

“Uh…of course, it’s because of you! I told you yesterday that Leon has ill intentions toward

you. I’m cousin. He’s only willing to teach me the training method to please you…” Louisa said with a straight face, throwing

Leon under the bus.

your

“You…” Iris blushed.

Leon’s face flushed too.

Their relationship was initially rather flirtatious already. No one wanted to tear away the last facade of pretense, yet Louisa tore it

right off!

Leon was a man, so he was less prone to embarrassment. However, Iris was easily embarrassed. Her face burned and she

wanted to hide.

“Enough, Louisa, stop fooling around! It’s late, go back to your room!” Iris, still blushing, pulled Louisa by the elbows, wanting to

escape this hell.

“No, Leon hasn’t taught me the training method yet! Once he finishes teaching me, I’ll leave.” Louisa shrugged Iris off, unwilling

to leave.

“But you have school tomorrow…‘

II

Iris barely finished her sentence when she was interrupted by Louisa, “Iris, the Youngs‘ Flaming Sun Methods are unsuitable for

ladies to cultivate. Why don’t you join me and learn training methods from Leon? We could be each other’s partner,” Louisa

suggested.

Previously, she agreed to help Leon pursue Iris. If Iris agreed to learn training methods, it was indirectly creating opportunities for

Leon.

Leon was surprised. He instantly understood Louisa’s intention. Then, he looked at Iris hopefully, worried that she would refuse.

“Can I learn them too?” Iris was a little hesitant. She was different compared to Louisa. She did not have any interest in martial

arts. Furthermore, the Flaming Sun Methods were not suitable for ladies to cultivate, so she has never considered training.

However, recalling back to the last incident where she was kidnapped, she was forced to reconsider training.

“Sure, of course!” Leon nodded fervently.

“Okay, then I’ll join in and learn.” Iris agreed. She decided to learn a little bit of martial arts for self–defense. That was not

necessarily a bad thing.

“Amazing!” Leon was delighted. In the future, if Iris followed him and learned training methods from him, it was much easier for

him to get closer to her.

This was an opportunity that Louisa created for him. He looked at Louisa gratefully. He secretly thought that his future cousin–in–

law was indeed quite reliable!

Then, under Louisa’s urge, Leon closed his eyes to search for training method manuals.

At that moment, with the addition of Iris, he was extremely motivated. Of course, he wanted to teach Iris the most suitable

training method!

A long time later, after careful selection, he finally found a great training method most suitable for women.

“Iris, Louisa, this training method is called the Mysterious Maiden Method. I’m going to teach them to you

now…”

Leon recited the chant out, then he instructed the two ladies on how to concentrate true energy and cultivate.

Although he was not a martial artist, spiritual energy and true energy came from the same source. With his capabilities, he could

still easily instruct two beginners.

Iris and Louisa sat on the bed with crossed legs and seriously started training according to Leon’s guidance.

The first step was to concentrate energy. Once the body concentrates true energy, it would be able to enter the initial Acquired

stage, starting on the path of training!
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